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Astridr Mitsuya

Astridr Mitsuya is a player character played by Acewing13.

Astridr Mitsuya
Species & Gender: Jiyuuian Minkan
Year of Birth/Age: YE 10/29

Organization:
Occupation: Economist

Rank: Finance Minister/Keeper of the Coin
Current Placement: Asura III

Preferred Plots:

Physical Description

Height: 1.67 meters or 5' 6“
Mass: 56.7 kgs or 125 lbs
Measurements: 30C-27-38

Build & Skin Color: Freckled pale skin, slightly pear-shaped body

Eyes and Facial Features: Hazel, upturned eyes and an oval-shaped face

Ears: Normal humanoid ears, attached earlobes

Hair Color and Style: Black, mid-back length hair that is usually done up in a pencil bun

Sound of Voice: Soprano

Scent: The musty smell of old books

Distinguishing Features: Wears half-moon glasses with a built-in HUD and usually keeps her hair in
place with old fashioned pencils

Personality

Astridr is forever an optimist and perfectionist, at her happiest when everything is in its right place and
all crises are handled. If things aren't that way, however, she will go into workaholic mode and attack the
problem until it is solved. As can be expected, she is quite often stuck in her office night after night in a
vain attempt to get all of the 'ducks' she deals with in a row. This also leaves her with very little time to
socialize outside the office, though if the right person came along, (namely tall, dark, and handsome)
then she might be willing to leave her work.
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Being an economist by trade, Astridr likes numbers and charts, as they give her a handle on how people
think on a large scale. She tries to remember that there are real people behind the data, but she admits
it is difficult at times. This being the case, she is more confident when she's backed by a well crafted
slideshow than having to resort to virtual index cards, though that's better than the nightmare of being
asked questions off the cuff with no time to prepare.

In her free time, Astridr likes to do more introspective passtimes, like reading non-fiction history
doorstops and lurid romance novels. Occasionally, she does leave her den and hang out with friends from
work and attractive prospects.

What are their habits? Are they easily angered? What kind of people do they like? What have their past
relationships been like? How do they treat other people?

Likes: History, politics, numbers, slideshows, neatness, fellow intellectuals, attractive men
Dislikes: Slobs, chaos, idiots
Goals: Become a professor, serve in public office, live out her dominatrix fantasies.

History

Astridr Mitsuya was born Astridr Nakamura in YE 10 in the city of Central Uesureya, Yamatai.

Born two years after the Great Plague of YE 08, Astridr grew up in a world where almost everyone she
met was a Human and adored her Emperor along with everyone else.

NH-22C Yamataian

I could say that their culture will likely be Yamataian, at its roots, but that the house they came from
would like as not, if it were Mitsuya, have roots within the Fifth Fleet of Yamatai originally.

You would likely have been a refugee from Taiie.

That is to say, you would have been upended, after settling on that planet, by the Mishhuvurthyar.

After getting her degree, she went to Leo Station, where she worked up the pay scale until she was the
chief logistics officer (or something similar) of the station.

Not everybody who participates in this government plot should be a soldier, or have that in their
background.

But most importantly you would have the trust of Lady Morioka Ember.

Skills Learned

Optional section. Astridr Mitsuya has the following notable skills:

Star Army Common Skills
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Underwater basket-weaving
Chibi-Nekovalkyrja tossing
Sleeping with Lorath princesses
Eating French Fries while driving

Social Connections

CHARACTER name is connected to:

Rich Kensaku Nakamura (Father)
Gunnhildr Akiyama Nakamura (Mother)
Carl NAME (Brother)
Namach Kale (Friend)

Inventory & Finance

Astridr Mitsuya has the Star Army Standard Issue Items.

Astridr Mitsuya currently has 3000 KS.

OOC Information

In the case acewing13 becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? YES
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? YES

Reference

A man walks into a library and asks the librarian whether he could take out some books. She says yes. He
then asks if he could take her out. “Sir,” she said, blushing, “We librarians are for reference only.”

Character Data
Character Name Astridr Mitsuya
Character Owner Acewing13
Character Status Inactive Player Character
Current Location Asura III
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